Imaging parameters on third harmonic transmit phasing for tissue harmonic generation.
In third harmonic (3f0) transmit phasing, transmit waveforms comprising fundamental (f0) signal and 3f0 signal are used to generate both frequency-sum and frequency-difference components for manipulation of tissue harmonic amplitude. Nevertheless, the acoustic propagation of 3f0 transmit signal suffers from more severe attenuation and phase aberration than the f0 signal and hence degrades the performance of 3f0 transmit phasing. Besides, 3f0 transmit parameters such as aperture size and signal bandwidth are also influential in 3f0 transmit phasing. In this study, extensive simulations were performed to investigate the effects of these imaging parameters. Results indicate that the harmonic enhancement and suppression in 3f0 transmit phasing are compromised when the magnitude of frequency-difference component decreases in the presence of tissue attenuation and phase aberration. To compensate for the reduced frequency-difference component, a higher 3f0 transmit amplitude can be used. When the transmit parameters are concerned, a smaller 3f0 transmit aperture can provide more axially uniform harmonic enhancement and more effective suppression of harmonic amplitude. In addition, the spectral leakage signal also interferes with tissue harmonics and degrades the efficacy of 3f0 transmit phasing. Our results suggest that, in the method of 3f0 transmit phasing, the transmit amplitude, phase and aperture size of 3f0 signal should remain adjustable for optimization of clinical performance. Besides, multipulse sequences such as pulse inversion are also favorable for leakage removal in 3f0 transmit phasing.